
Walton County Masking After Action Report 

 

General Thoughts 

-Polite, Respectful – Always! 

-Treat the commissioners and council members as friends…we are helping them make good decisions 

-Commissioners getting slammed with panicked and rude people 24-7, choosing between bad & worse 

-We are our own subject matter experts…explain who we are and why we take our positions 

-Every person brings different experiences, views and strengths…be ourselves and trust God 

 

Position Statements 

-This is a Panic, not an Emergency 

-Mandated masking without evidence is being seen as the first step on the slippery slope to communism 

-The COVID-19 is past peak, why are governments still pursuing mandatory masking? 

-Increase in testing means increase in irrelevant numbers; we morbidity and mortality, not infections 

-Pro-Comfort and Anti-Mandate 

-Wearing to protect others? What to do with masks with exhausts valves?  

-All day in a mask means increase in health issues; infections, hypercarbia and hypoxia 

-Insist on referrals to peer-reviewed science; reject referrals to political and political medical authorities 

-Facemasks give a false sense of security 

-Not a single peer-reviewed study supports public masking of healthy people 

-The use of force without facts; we are required to fear because others are afraid 

-11 of 12 deaths were in nursing homes; what is the % of deaths after removal of nursing home deaths? 

-The People will not comply 

-Sheriffs responding calls of neighbor pitted against neighbor; neighbors „ratting‟ on neighbors 

-Another long and bitter lawsuit 

-We are called to protect Liberty in the face of Fear…especially manufactured and irrational Fear 

-Representing the workforce; masks get wet, harbor infections, all day long… 

-Civil Right to breathe free air 

-Mandatory masking is Invasive and Divisive; it promotes anger, violence and division 

-Local officials pitting neighbor against neighbor 

-We know much more now; initially bad models; better treatments, better outcomes 

-There are no studies that these masks protect me & no studies that these masks protect others 

-The consequences of mandatory masking is far worse than the disease 

-Imagine a Police State; public altercations; please protect the peace of the community 

-A medical provider providing training on masks 

-0.3 micron weave and a 0.1 micron particle provides little ability to filter 

-Virus transfers through handling – squeezing the tomatoes 

- Masks are for elderly and immune suppressed, not for healthy people 

-The majority of mask wearers are simply spreading germs (poor mask handling skills) 

-Masks provide a false sense of security; Fauci promoted masks as a symbol   

-One community‟s decision does not equal another‟s 

-Note those who ran for office on a conservative (Liberty) platform- are you serving with integrity? 

-Liberty is God-given 



-This is not about safety but politics 

-40 kids without helmets at the skate park: Proportionality 

-Signs at the parks warn of risks 

-WHO, Fauci, Birx, etc…multiple changes in direction 

-Hospitals treating more mask injuries than symptomatic COVID-19 

-10 Breaths in mask activates CO2 alarm 

-If masks trap viruses, where are all the hazardous waste containers? 

-Enables child trafficking 

-Stand for Freedom 

-Australia and New Zealand began with masks and became full-blown communist overnight 

-Some US governors are using the exact words that are being used in Australia and New Zealand 

-Passing restrictions based on WHO (political) guidance and not local representation 

-Define Police State 

-Is this the America we want? 

-Officials exceeding the constitution under “color of law;” officials are vulnerable to fines, prison, suits 

-An unlawful order is not binding 

-We do not consent and we will not comply 

-Dentist needed to leave the room due to lightheadedness 

-Separate the peer-reviewed studies from headlines 

-Object to government mandated masks 

-Data states there is no pandemic 

-Increase numbers of infections is irrelevant; we are supposed to track deaths and hospital integrity 

-Masks promote both fear and false hopes 

-Most people believe and obey “the experts” who do not rely on peer-reviewed data 

-Most people believe and obey “the experts” who have a political investment in outcomes 

-What is the political agenda in mandatory masking? People are being intentionally misled. 

-Why the push for mandatory masking now? Morbidity and mortality is dropping.  

-For many, masks are virtue signaling; a symbol rather than a medical intervention 

-No use of common sense. Increase testing means increase numbers regardless of symptoms (or none) 

-Masks are a symbol of our government telling us to shut up. Forced madness: I will not comply 

-Mask use in the heat and humidity? Who is held accountable for poor outcomes? 

-Onset of COVID-19 was concerned about” flattening the curve” yet no hospital overloads 

-Children are resilient and not particularly effected by COVID-19 

-Morbidity has decreased and recovery has increased 

-People are overwhelmed with fear 

-Masking is for the sick and medical staff; not the healthy population 

 

Standing Questions   

 

Note: The governor, CDC, Health Department or county medical director are not scientific evidence. 

Q: Can you tell me what peer-reviewed science leads you to believe public face coverings work? 

Q: The directors of the CDC and Health departments are political appointees. Where is the evidence? 



Q: The scientific evidence states that fabric masks do not work and may be dangerous. Do you have any 

scientific evidence to refute this?  

Q:  The  scientific  community  states  there  is  little  evidence  that  medical  masks  keep  healthy  

people healthy in mass gatherings. Do you have any scientific evidence to refute this? 

Q: If the maker of surgical masks state that the masks won‟t provide any protection against COVID-19, 

what scientific evidence do you have that leads you to believe that this is not true? 

Q: Many fabric masks have built in exhalation valves that blow breath directly into the air. Will these 

masks be allowed? This doesn‟t make any sense. Help me understand. 

Q: I grew up being told to cough into my elbow or to turn my head. Are you saying that you are 

considering mandating face coverings to replace coughing into our elbows?  

Q: Are mandatory face-coverings to protect the wearer, the bystanders or both? 

Q: Do our medical people wear fabric masks into rooms with COVID-19 patients? Why not? 

Q: Weren‟t we originally told that wearing masks was to “flatten the curve” to prevent overwhelming 

our medical system?  Is our medical system in the county overwhelmed?  

Q: Can you tell us the difference between face coverings and an N95 Respirator?  

Q: Why are you requiring face-coverings with no technical specifications? Does it matter what material 

is used? What size weave should the fabric be to prevent COVID-19 exposure? 

 

Color of Law 

 

There are now multiple lawsuits against Florida‟s county commissioners and city officials. If our elected 

officials interfere with our liberties of free association, free expression, and freedom of movement, the 

legal burden of proof is now on this Commission. The feeling that you “must do something” is not 

license to use your office to pretend “Face-Coverings” stop COVID-19 against all scientific evidence. 

According to Section 242 of Title 18, it “makes it a crime for a person acting under the color of any law 

to willfully deprive a person of a right or privilege protected by the Constitution or laws of the United 

States; For the purpose of Section 242, acts under "color of law” include acts not only done by federal, 

state, or local officials within their lawful authority, but also acts done beyond the bounds of that 

official's lawful authority, if the acts are done while the official is purporting to or pretending to act in 

the performance of his/her official duties. Persons acting under color of law within the meaning of this 

statute include police officers, prisons guards and other law enforcement officials, as well as judges, 

care providers in public health facilities, and others who are acting as public officials.”   

 

Note: Ensure to keep copies of video and audio recordings, read receipts, mail tracking etc. to prove the 

commissioners/council members received the peer-reviewed scientific evidence and questions against 

the use of public face-coverings. According to Section 242 of Title 18, they may be individually 

responsible for using their authority to violate liberties of free association, free expression, freedom of 

movement and economic destruction. The evidence may allow citizens to recover damages in court. 

 

 

 

Chaplain Rob Sugg, 28 July 2020 

www.truthforthesoul.com 


